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Previous investigations have demonstrated that the formation of chemical waves in the NO1H2
reaction on Rh~110! involves a cyclic transformation of the surface structure via various
N,O-induced reconstructions, i.e., starting form thec~236!-O a cycle is initiated comprising the
formation of a~233!/~331!-N and a mixedc~234!-2O,N structure. The stability and reactivity of
these structures has been investigated in titration experiments as well as under stationary reaction
conditions employing LEED, work function, rate measurements, and thermal desorption
spectroscopy. It was shown that thec~236!-O andc~234!-2O,N structures exhibit a low reactivity
whereas the~231!/~231!-N displays only a small to moderate decrease in catalytic activity
~'20%–30%! compared to the clean surface. On the basis of these results, an excitation mechanism
for pulses in the NO1H2 reaction on Rh~110! was constructed consisting of the sequencec~236!-O,
~231!/~331!-N c~234!-2O,N, c~236!-O. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!01409-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of NO with a Rh~110! surface is of in-
terest not only because of the key role rhodium has in the
automotive catalytic converter for reducing NOx emissions,
but also with respect to a number of scientific aspects. The
dissociation products atomic oxygen and nitrogen generate a
large number of different adsorbate-induced reconstructions
which have been in the focus of investigations with scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM! and LEED.1–9 In the NO1H2
reaction on Rh~110! recently chemical wave patterns of rect-
angular shape were observed whose origin was traced back
to the different anisotropies of the O- and N-induced recon-
structions on this surface.10–15

The chemical wave patterns were found atp'1025 mbar
in a T-range from'480 to 650 K.14 In a parameter range
which is smaller with respect topH2 rate oscillations could
be observed under conditions under which gas-phase cou-
pling synchronized the reacting Rh~110! surface.15 A second
oscillatoryT-range exists at higher temperature at'900 K;
in this range rate oscillations were found in the NO1CO and
in the NO1H2 reaction on Rh~110!.

16–18On other Rh surface
orientations oscillatory behavior was detected too. In field
electron microscopy~FEM! studies in the group of Nieuwen-
huys it was shown that in the NO1H2 and NO1NH3 reac-
tion regularly shaped reaction fronts periodically spread out
over the surface of a Rh field emitter tip.19,20 Subsequent
single crystal experiments demonstrated that rate oscillations
in the NO1H2 reaction occurred on Rh~533! but not on
Rh~100!.21,22 A photoelectron emission microscopy~PEEM!

study of the NO1H2 reaction on Rh~111! showed traveling
pulses similar to Rh~110! but with isotropic wave
propagation.23

For none of the abovementioned reaction systems an ex-
perimentally verified oscillation mechanism exists. The rect-
angularly shaped chemical wave patterns on Rh~110! were
successfully reproduced with a mathematical model, but
these simulations were carried out with a general model for
excitable media and not with a specific model for
Rh~110!/NO1H2.

11,13Most of the difficulties in establishing
a realistic model can be traced back to the problem of quan-
tifying the role of subsurface oxygen and nitrogen and to the
limited knowledge about the reactivity of the various sub-
strate reconstructions.

A significant number of studies have been conducted
with the Rh~110! surface dealing with the geometry and the
stability of the various N- and O-induced recon-
structions.1–9,24–28In a number of thermal desorption experi-
ments it was demonstrated that the stability of a nitrogen
adlayer on Rh~110! is strongly influenced by coadsorbed
oxygen such that large amounts of oxygen have a destabiliz-
ing effect while small amounts of oxygen stabilize the
N-layer.24–28 These effects provide a feedback mechanism
with which one can construct an oscillatory cycle.

In previous investigations the existence range for spa-
tiotemporal pattern formation in parameter space has been
mapped out andin situ LEED experiments showed the in-
volvement of various N- and O-induced reconstructions.14

Pattern formation in the NO1H2 reaction and also in the
bistable O21H2 reaction on Rh~110! has been investigated in
detail.10–15,29In this paper we study the stability of the vari-
ous adsorbate-induced reconstructions involved in the propa-
gation of chemical waves in titration experiments and under
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stationary reaction conditions. Based on these experiments
we can construct a plausible sequence for the structural
transformations in a chemical wave for the system
Rh~110!/NO1H2. The oscillation mechanism, however, is
insofar incomplete as we leave out a possible role of subsur-
face oxygen/nitrogen which remains to be shown in further
investigations.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in two standard UHV
chambers pumped with combinations of turbomolecular
pump/titanium sublimation pump. All experiments under sta-
tionary conditions were conducted in a chamber equipped
with LEED, a scanning Auger electron spectrometer, a pho-
toelectron emission microscope~PEEM!, a Kelvin probe, a
differentially pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer~QMS!
for rate measurements, and a feedback-stabilized gas inlet
system. The titration and thermal desorption spectroscopy
~TDS! experiments were carried out in a second chamber
equipped with LEED, a piezo-driven Kelvin probe for work
function measurements and a QMS with which TDS experi-
ments could be performed under line of sight conditions. In
this second chamber the sample could be cooled down with
He to 40 K. High purity gases were used in the experiments:
H2 purity 5.3, NO purity 2.5~both LINDE!. All pressures
given in this paper were corrected with the different ioniza-
tion probabilities, of the gases, i.e.,SH2 /SN2 5 0.45 and
SNO/SN2 5 1.2. The Rh~110! sample which had a diameter of
'8 mm was the same as used in previous experi-
ments.8,11,13–15 Prior to each experiment the sample was
cleaned by a combination of Ar ion sputtering~1 kV! at 770
K, annealing to 1200 °C followed by an oxygen treatment at
1070 K ~pO2 5 1 3 1026 mbar,t55 min! and a second an-
nealing to 1470 K.

III. RESULTS

A. Coadsorption and titration experiments

In situLEED experiments conducted under reaction con-
ditions between'500 and 600 K revealed that essentially
three types of structures are involved in the formation of
chemical wave patterns: O-induced reconstructions.
N-induced reconstructions, and a mixed N,O overlayer.
Typically a c~236!-O, a ~231!/~331!-N, and a mixedc~2
34!-2O,N structure are observed.14 Since the width of the
pulses~'10–50mm! which appear as traveling white bands
in PEEM is much smaller than the diameter of the LEED
beam~'0.5–1 mm!, the LEED pattern displays a superpo-
sition of the various structures. Based on their different work
function values we can nevertheless assign the dark area in
PEEM to thec~236!-O and c~234!-2O,N and the bright
stripes to the~231!/~331!-N with some possible contribu-
tion of the adsorbate free surface.

Apparently the excitation mechanism for pulses in the
system Rh~110!/NO1H2 consists of a sequence of structural
transformations leading from thec~236!-O via the~231!/~3
31!-N of adsorbed nitrogen back to the oxygen covered sur-

face. The position and the role of the mixedc~234!-2O,N
remains to be specified. Dynamical LEED analyses have
been conducted for the~231!/~331!-N, the c~234!-2O,N,
and for the~232!p2mg-O which is similarly built as the
c~236!-O.6–9 These results together with a number of STM
investigations provide a detailed picture of all the relevant
surface structures in the reaction system but what is less clear
are the different adsorption properties of these structures and
their stability in a reacting environment. In order to answer
some of these questions a number of simple adsorption and
titration experiments where conducted.

Figure 1~a! displays theDw-uptake curve during oxygen
adsorption atT5525 K, and in addition toDw the intensities
of some selected LEED beams are reproduced which moni-
tor the development of the ordered oxygen adlayers. Above

FIG. 1. Inhibition of the O21H2 reaction at high oxygen coverages.~a!
Uptake curves for oxygen showing the variation of the work function~Dw!
and the development of ordered overlayers in LEED. The~0,

3
2!-beam be-

longs to the~232!p2mg and to thec~238! but the first relative maximum
is entirely due to the~232!p2mg. The~1,

2
3!-beam is part of thec~236! and

of the ~233!, since, however, the~
1
2,
5
6!-beam belongs only to thec~236!

one can separate the two contributions.~b! Titration of the partially oxygen
covered Rh~110! surface with hydrogen. After adsorption of O2 the oxygen
was turned off and H2 was introduced. The arrows mark the beginning of the
titration with H2.
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480 K adsorption of oxygen leads to various O-induced re-
constructions which are all based on the missing row build-
ing principle and whose phase diagram has been studied in
detail before.1,2,6,30 One notes that the steep linearDw in-
crease takes place already before completion of the
~232!p2mg corresponding tou050.5. The further uptake of
oxygen up to nearly a monolayer@c~238!-O# causes only a
small Dw variation. At very high oxygen exposures~not
shown in the diagram! a np~10316! pattern develops as re-
ported before.30

As one now modifies the previous experiment by inter-
rupting the flow of oxygen at certain points and exposing the
partially oxygen covered surface to hydrogen, one obtains
the titration curves displayed in Fig. 1~b!. Similar to the up-
take curves the titration curves exhibit two sharply distinct
slopes. The almost plateaulike part of theDw traces becomes
increasingly long as the initial oxygen coverage is increased
beyond that of the~232!p2mg. Clearly the long plateaulike
parts of theDw traces reflect a strong inhibition of hydrogen
adsorption by oxygen which apparently starts at oxygen cov-
erages beyondu0;0.5.

The reaction between oxygen and hydrogen exhibits a
pronounced temperature dependence as demonstrated by the
data in Fig. 2 showing the titration of a~232!p2mg oxygen
adlayer at temperatures between 360 K and 488 K. At low
temperatures between 360 K and 407 K the H2O reaction
rate exhibits its highest value at the beginning of the titration
and then drops off continuously. With increasing tempera-
ture a relative rate maximum develops at 0.3 L H2 exposure
~488 K!, whose height grows with temperature. At the high-
est temperature, atT5488 K, the rate increases steadily up to
that maximum and then drops off sharply to a near zero
level. The position of the relative maximum is shifted only
slightly to higher H2 exposures with increasing temperature.
An evaluation of the desorption rate reveals that the reactive

sticking coefficient at the absolute rate maximum~curveh!
roughly equals one with an estimated uncertainty of'30%.

A simple explanation for the increase of the reaction rate
with decreasing oxygen coverage~at T.407 K! is the re-
moval of the inhibitory effect of higher oxygen coverages on
the adsorption of hydrogen@see Fig. 1~b!#. The fact that this
increase in the reaction rate is only seen atT>433 K can be
attributed to the experimental observation that oxygen and
Rh atoms in the Rh~110!/O system only become mobile at
T.430 K.30 Such a mobility is, however, required if an ad-
layer in a titration experiment is to reduce its coverage uni-
formly instead of allowing a ‘‘hole-eating’’ mechanism.

In the chemical wave patterns pulses are traveling across
the surface which, due to their reduced work function, were
assigned to an essentially nitrogen covered~231!/~331!-N
surface with some possible contribution of the bare Rh~110!
surface.14,15 In order to determine the reactivity and stability
of the nitrogen adlayer against the two reactants, H2 and NO,
a well-orderedp~231!-N structure was prepared. The proce-
dure involved an exposure of the Rh~110! surface atT5520
K to an NO/H2 atmosphere withpNO5131028 mbar and
pH25131026 mbar for 150 s followed by a cooling down to
90 K. At this temperature the sample was exposed to 2.6 L
H2 and the resulting TD spectrum is reproduced together
with the H2 TDS of the clean surface in Fig. 3.31 Although
the total amount of adsorbed hydrogen is only slightly af-
fected by preadsorbed nitrogen, the adsorption states are
modified very strongly. The more strongly bound TD states
above 200 K are almost completely suppressed by nitrogen
whereas the low temperature state is broadened and a new
state at 190 K is formed. Since under reaction conditions at
T.500 K the surface residence time and hence the availabil-
ity of adsorbed hydrogen is mainly determined by the high
temperature adsorption states, the data shown in Fig. 3 sug-
gest a certain reduction of the reactivity of small amounts of

FIG. 2. Titration of an oxygen covered Rh~110! surface with hydrogen at
various temperatures.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the H2 TD spectra from a clean surface and a surface
with a ~231!-N overlayer of adsorbed nitrogen~Ref. 31!.
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coadsorbed oxygen to H2 in the ~231!-N as compared to the
situation on a clean Rh~110! surface.

The adsorption of the second gas, NO, onto the~231!-N
at T5320 K is shown in Fig. 4. In contrast to H2 adsorption
which does not affect the ordering in the N-adlayer, NO
adsorption destroys the~231!-N structure. AtT5320 K this
happens, however, relatively slow since the data in Fig. 4
demonstrate that more than 55 L NO are required to decrease
the intensity of a fractional order beam of the~231!-N by
50%. At T5320 K no new structure was discernible in
LEED forming after destruction of the~231!-N but a de-
crease in the integral order intensity indicated a disordered
surface.32 The destruction of the~231!-N by adsorbing NO
is consistent with the results of STM measurements of NO
adsorption on Rh~110!, demonstrating that the~231!-N
which initially is present is removed as the substrate with
rising oxygen coverage is forced into a 132 ‘‘missing row’’
reconstruction.4,5

The structure which is formed finally upon NO adsorp-
tion onto the clean surface at 300 K is a mixedc~234!-2O,N
adlayer whose substrate exhibits the same, 132 ‘‘missing
row’’ reconstruction as in the~232!p2mg-O structure of
pure oxygen.4,5 For this mixed overlayer structure a dynami-
cal LEED analysis was conducted, showing that the two oxy-
gen atoms per unit cell occupy the three fold fcc sites similar
to the ~232!p2mg while the nitrogen atom is located at the
bottom of the ‘‘132’’ valley bridging two Rh atoms.8 Each
adsorbate thus retains the same local adsorption geometry
it has in the pure adsorbate structures, i.e., in the
~232!p2mg-O and in the~231!-N.6–9 It is therefore impor-
tant to know how the coadsorption with nitrogen modifies
the reactivity of the oxygen atoms.

To answer this question ac~234!-2O,N was prepared
and heated up in a hydrogen atmosphere while monitoring
the formation of the reaction products H2O ~m/e518! and
N2 ~m/e528!. For comparison this experiment was repeated
with a ~232!p2mg-O structure which exhibits the same sub-
strate structure and contains the same number of oxygen at-

oms. The TD spectra displayed in Fig. 5 demonstrate that
H2O formation in the pure oxygen adlayer already sets in at
300 K whereas in the mixed adlayer H2O is formed only
beyond 500 K. The comparison with the N2 production rate
shows that H2O only starts to form after most of the nitrogen
is desorbed, thus indicating that it is the nitrogen in the
mixed overlayer which inhibits the reaction of oxygen with
hydrogen.

In a chemical wave the nitrogen coverage varies between
zero and 0.5. The decisive factor controlling the stability of
the nitrogen is, however, less the reactivity toward hydrogen
which is rather low as evidenced by the previous experiment
but the desorption of nitrogen. The varying stability of ad-
sorbed nitrogen was demonstrated by Comelliet al. who
showed that the nitrogen in the mixedc~234!-2O,N is
strongly destabilized by coadsorbed oxygen leading to an N2
TD-peak in between'450 and 600 K.24,26 This T-range
roughly coincides with theT-range for chemical wave
patterns.14 As shown by Fig. 6 the N2 TD spectra from a
~231!-N structure exhibit a quite different behavior follow-
ing a zeroth order desorption kinetics with the peak maxi-
mum shifted up to 620 K for the fully nitrogen covered sur-
face. The enormous shift in the peak maximum from 525 K
in the c~234!-2O,N to 620 K in the~231!-N, which was
noted in earlier investigations, is apparently essential for the
stability of these structures under reaction conditions and
thus a key element of the excitation/oscillation mechanism.

B. Stationary reaction conditions

Figure 7 shows the work function variation as a Rh~110!
is heated cyclewise in a NO/H2 atmosphere withpH2 /pNO

FIG. 4. LEED experiment showing the removal of the~231!-N structure of
nitrogen by adsorbing NO. The~

1
2,1!-beam intensity monitors the amount of

the ~231!-N overlayer. The intensity decrease which results from residual
gas adsorption during 5 min exposure time has been included in the dia-
gram.

FIG. 5. Temperature programmed reaction~TPR! experiments showing the
different reactivity of the~232!p2mg of pure oxygen and of thec~234!-
2O,N with amixed overlayer. After adjusting a fixedpH2 5 1.13 1028 mbar,
both structures were heated up in a hydrogen atmosphere with a constant
heating rate while monitoring the production of N2 ~m/e528! and H2O
~m/e518!.
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5 14:1. TheDw trace displays three distinct work function
levels which we can assign to the oxygen covered, the nitro-
gen covered, and the bare Rh~110! surface. These assign-
ments are based on work function measurements of the indi-
vidual adsorbate structures demonstrating that the high
oxygen coverage phases, i.e., thec~236!-O and the
c~238!-O and the mixedc~234!-2O,N phase both exhibit
work function values between 1000 and 1100 mV while the
p~231!-N displays a work function change of 280 mV. The
existence range for chemical wave patterns lies in the tran-
sition region between theDw levels of the N- and of the
O-covered surface.

The connection between different adsorbate structures
on Rh~110! and their catalytic activity is demonstrated in
Fig. 8 where the LEED intensities and the N2 production rate
have been recorded simultaneously during a heating/cooling
cycle in a NO/H2 atmosphere. Shown are the intensities of

the ~1/2,0! beam of the~231!-N and of the~0,1/2! beam
which is part of thec~234!-2O,N and of thec~238!-O pat-
tern. The contribution of this latter structure is, however,
rather small. Similar to theDw trace, the reaction rate exhib-
its three distinct plateaus and we can assign the highest re-
activity to the bare surface, the intermediate reactivity to the
~231!-N of adsorbed nitrogen, and the lowest reactivity to
the high oxygen coverage phases, i.e., to the mixedc~234!-
2O,N, thec~238!-O, and to thec~236!-O which was not
monitored in that particular experiment.

These assignments agree qualitatively well with the ob-
servations made in the titration experiments. The high oxy-
gen coverage phases and thec~234!-2O,N were found to
inhibit H2 adsorption@see Figs. 1~b! and ~5!# whereas the
~231!-N exhibited H2 adsorption states which were merely
shifted down to lower temperature~see Fig. 3!. Neglecting a
possible contribution from structural imperfections and ad-
sorbate free surface area, the data in Fig. 8 indicate that the
reactivity of the ~231!-N is almost 23 of that of the clean
surface present above 650 K.

Variation ofpH2 has mainly an effect on the width of the
T-window for the~231!-N in a heating/cooling cycle experi-
ment. So a decrease ofpH2 by a factor of'3 causes a strong
shrinking of the existence range for the~231!-N while a
pH2 increase has the opposite effect. The dependence of the
reaction rate onpH2 is displayed for three different tempera-
tures,T5540, 580, and 620 K in Fig. 9. The rate curves
exhibit essentially two activity levels: a low level state con-
nected with an oxygen covered surface and a reactive state

FIG. 6. Effect of coadsorbed oxygen on the stability of adsorbed nitrogen.
The diagram shows a comparison of N2 TD spectra of a mixedc~234!-
2O,N-overlayer~top! with desorption from a purely nitrogen covered sur-
face~bottom!. The nitrogen adlayers were prepared by exposing the surface
atT5520 K to a NO/H2 mixture with a large excess of hydrogen~see text!.
In this way ordered~331!/~231!-N overlayers are formed with the fully
developed~231!-N corresponding touN50.50.

FIG. 7. Variation of the work function during a heating/cooling cycle in a
NO/H2 atmosphere.

FIG. 8. Correlation between the catalytic activity and the changes in the
surface structure during a heating/cooling cycle in a NO/H2 atmosphere.
Shown are the N2 production rate,rN2, and the variation in the intensity of
the ~

1
2,0!-beam monitoring the~231!-N structure and in the~0,

1
2!-beam in-

tensity representing the mixedc~234!-2O,N overlayer. The~0,
1
2! beam also

contains intensity from thec~238!-O, but this contribution is rather small.
Indicated as shaded area in the diagram is also the existence range for
pattern formation which was taken from Ref. 14.
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associated with the nitrogen covered and/or bare surface, re-
spectively. Lowering the temperature affects the two rate
levels only slightly but the transition range widens and with
it the existence range for chemical wave patterns.

IV. DISCUSSION

The following mechanistic scheme can be formulated for
the NO1H2 reaction on Rh~110!:

H212*�2Had, ~R1!

NO1*�NOad, ~R2!

NOad1*→Nad1Oad, ~R3!

Oad12Had→H2O13* , ~R4!

2Nad→N212* , ~R5!

Nad13Had�NH3,ad13* , ~R6!

NH3,ad�NH31* , ~R7!

Oad1NOad→N2O12* , ~R8!

Oad�Osub1* , ~R9!

Nad�Nsub1* ~R10!

~* denotes a vacant adsorption site!.

In this scheme intermediates in H2O and NH3 formation have
been neglected and different types of sites in the substrate
structure were not taken into account. In our experimental

setup NH3 and N2O formation were not detected but these
products have been observed in experiments with other Rh
surfaces, i.e., on Rh~111! and Rh~533!.21–23

Molecularly adsorbed NO undergoes dissociation above
170 K but higher adsorbate coverages were found to have a
strongly inhibiting effect on NO dissociation.33 Above 400
K, however, no molecular NO species was detected on
Rh~110! and we can therefore assume that under the reaction
conditions considered here step~R3! is always fast.28,33 The
‘‘surface explosion’’ mechanism, i.e., the rapid dissociation
of NO caused by an autocatalytic increase in the number of
vacant sites which was shown to be the essential driving
force for oscillations in the NO1CO and NO1H2 reaction
on Pt~100! can therefore be put aside here.34

Atomic oxygen and nitrogen formed by dissociation of
NO both penetrate into the subsurface region of Rh~110!
producing subsurface oxygen~Osub! and subsurface nitrogen
~Nsub!. On Rh~110! this was demonstrated directly with x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS! and also indirectly in
work function studies.17,28However, no quantitative data are
available that would allow one to derive the kinetics and the
energetic parameters of the corresponding segregation equi-
libria and to estimate the contribution of adsorbate–
adsorbate interactions forcing the adparticles into subsurface
sites. In particular, no data exist showing how the adsorption
properties and the reactivity of the Rh~110! surface are modi-
fied by the presence of subsurface oxygen/nitrogen. Such an
information would, however, be essential for the construc-
tion of an oscillatory mechanism based on the reversible for-
mation of a subsurface species analogous to the oscillation
mechanism suggested for Pd~110!/CO1O2.

35

Since the system Rh~110!/NO1H2 involves a number of
different reconstructions depending on the N- and
O-coverage, the operation of reconstruction mechanism
analogous to the oscillation mechanism for catalytic CO oxi-
dation on Pt~100! and Pt~110! appears in principle to be
feasible.34 There the change in the oxygen sticking coeffi-
cient between the CO-stabilized 131 phase and the recon-
structed surface was shown to be the essential driving force
for the rate oscillations. In the system considered here the
adsorption of hydrogen and nitrogen on a Rh~110!-~131!
and a metastable~132! ‘‘missing row’’ reconstructed sur-
face have been investigated, but the differences in the ad-
sorption properties were not very pronounced so that the
construction of an oscillation mechanism analogous to that
for catalytic CO oxidation on Pt~100! and Pt~110! appears to
be unrealistic.27

An indication of what could be the driving force for the
oscillations in the Rh~110!/NO1H2 system comes from a
different set of experiments. Rate oscillations in the NO1H2
reaction have also been found on Rh~111! and Rh~533!.21,22

PEEM measurements revealed that traveling pulses with
similar width and velocity as on Rh~110! can be observed on
these surfaces.23 Similar to Rh~110! the existence ranges for
oscillations and pattern formation lie in a temperature range
where the TD peaks of nitrogen are found. No oscillations in
the NO1H2 reaction have been found on Rh~100!, which
differs from the other surfaces by a nitrogen adsorption state

FIG. 9. Dependence of the N2 production rate,rN2, on the hydrogen partial
pressure at different temperatures. The curve was recorded by cyclingpH2
while the temperature andpNO were kept constant.
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which is particularly tightly bound and which desorbs by
more than 100 K higher than nitrogen adsorbed on Rh~110!
and Rh~111!.21,22

These results already indicate that the stability of the
nitrogen adlayer plays a key role in the oscillation mecha-
nism. Further support for this hypothesis comes from some
very detailed investigations by Kiskinovaet al. and by
Comelli et al. who studied the effect of coadsorbed oxygen
on the stability of nitrogen adlayers.24–26 They found that
large quantities of coadsorbed oxygen have a strongly desta-
bilizing effect on the N-adlayer whereas small amounts of
oxygen stabilize the N-adlayer. This shows up clearly in N2

TD spectra and the corresponding data are displayed in Fig.
6 showing spectra of thec~234!-2O,N and of the~231!-N.
Nitrogen from a~231!-N desorbs with zeroth order kinetics
and a TD maximum at 620 K while nitrogen from the mixed
c~234!-2O,N structure desorbs with a peak maximum at 525
K. The high stability of nitrogen in the~231!-N can be at-
tributed to the formation of the Rh-N-Rh chains which are
absent in thec~234!-2O,N.3,8 The zeroth order kinetics
which the data from the~231!-N clearly demonstrate can be
explained with the dissolution of the~231!-N islands start-
ing from the ends of these chains.

In order to construct a complete oscillation cycle one has
to explain what factors first stabilize and then destabilize the
~231!/~331!-N structure on Rh~110!. In experiments in
which the N-adlayer was produced by dosing NH3 on a
Rh~110! surface precovered with oxygen Kiskinovaet al.
observed a strong upward shift of the N2 TD peak compared
to adsorption on a clean surface.26 They explained this shift
with a stabilizing effect of small amounts of oxygen on the
N-adlayer and they assumed that the oxygen is preferentially
located in subsurface sites.

One possible way to explain the stabilizing effect of
small oxygen coverages is that the oxygen allows an im-
proved ordering of the N-adlayer leading to the formation of
large ~231!/~331!-N islands.3 On the other hand, there is
little doubt that oxygen and nitrogen penetrate into the
deeper layers of Rh~110! and that this will also affect the
adsorption and catalytic properties of Rh~110!. The influence
of a subsurface species on the adsorption properties is, how-
ever, difficult to determine experimentally and since no ex-
perimental facts are known momentarily which either prove
or rule out a decisive role of the subsurface species in the
oscillation mechanism, we do not present here a detailed
mechanistic model and leave out a possible influence of sub-
surface oxygen or subsurface nitrogen.

Titration experiments with hydrogen as shown in Figs.
1~b! and 5 and also the results of measurements under sta-
tionary reaction conditions displayed in Figs. 7–9 demon-
strate that the structures with a high oxygen coverage, i.e.,
the c~236!-O and the mixedc~234!-2O,N exhibit a low
catalytic activity whereas the~231!/~331!-N is fairly reac-
tive. PEEM measurements of the O21H2 reaction on
Rh~110! have shown bistability with reaction reaction fronts
initiating transitions between an unreactive high coverage
oxygen phase and a reactive low coverage oxygen phase.29

Based on these results and on LEED observations published

earlier showing that essentially three types of structures are
seen in the pattern forming parameter range, i.e., ac~236!-
O, a ~231!/~331!-N and a mixedc~234!-2O,N, the follow-
ing oscillation/excitation cycle can be constructed. This
scheme depicted in Fig. 10 consists of four steps:

~1! Starting with a fully oxygen covered surface H2 adsorp-
tion and hence the reaction are inhibited. Creation of a
few adsorption sites probably by reaction at some struc-
tural defects will initiate the rapid reactive removal of
the oxygen. This happens in a reaction which is auto-
catalytic due to the self-accelerating increase in the num-
ber of vacant adsorption sites. An essentially adsorbate
free surface is created which plays the role of a short-
living intermediate. The coupling between the autocata-
lytic reaction and the surface diffusion of hydrogen will
create a propagating reaction front.

~2! On the bare Rh~110! surface NO can adsorb and disso-
ciate uninhibitedly. Since oxygen is removed reactively
as H2O by coadsorbing hydrogen this will lead to an
enrichment of nitrogen and hence the formation of a
~231!/~331!-N structure.

~3! If we assume that the reactivity of the~231!/~331!-N is
sufficiently reduced not to remove all of the oxygen
which is formed by dissociating NO then the accumula-
tion of oxygen will destroy the pure nitrogen structure
and cause the formation of a mixedc~234!-2O,N struc-
ture.

~4! Nitrogen coadsorbed with oxygen is not bound strongly
and therefore N2 desorption will initiate a transformation
of the mixedc~234!-2O,N structure into a pure oxygen
structure, i.e., into thec~236!-O. Thus the oscillation
cycle is completed.

The scheme depicted in Fig. 10 contains two elements
which lack a direct experimental proof. The existence of a
bare Rh~110! surface did not show up directly in the experi-
mental LEED data, but on the other hand the rapid reactive
removal of the oxygen adlayer has to create such an inter-
mediate. Furthermore, no direct experimental proof exists
that the mixedc~234!-2O,N develops under pattern forming
conditions after disappearance of the~231!/~331!-N and not
before or parallel to this structure. Under oscillatory condi-

FIG. 10. Proposed sequence of structural transformations in a chemical
wave in the system Rh~110!/NO1H2.
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tions, however, LEED showed that the~231!-N spots appear
before thec~234!-2O,N structure develops. Both structures
are then simultaneously present. Furthermore, since large
amounts of coadsorbed oxygen destabilize adsorbed nitrogen
there is little choice in constructing a meaningful cycle be-
sides the scheme given in Fig. 10.

The transformation of a~231!/~331!-N structure with
rising oxygen coverage into a mixedc~234!-2O,N structure
has been demonstrated also in STM measurements of NO
adsorption on Rh~110!.4,5 While at low NO exposure atomic
oxygen and nitrogen formed separate~231!/~331!-N and
132 reconstructed oxygen islands, high coverages forced the
adsorbates into a commonc~234!-2O,N overlayer with a
~132! ‘‘missing row’’ reconstructed substrate geometry. In
the experiments performed here the destruction of a~231!-N
adlayer by adsorbing NO was demonstrated by the LEED
data depicted in Fig. 4.

In the scheme given above the principle mechanism is
the change of the stability of a nitrogen adlayer caused by
coadsorbed oxygen. One could suspect that the same change
between an oxygen and a nitrogen covered surface also holds
for the system Rh~111!/NO1H2 but different from Rh~110!
on this surface only a~232! pattern originating from ad-
sorbed oxygen has been observed so far.23 So far no
adsorbate-induced reconstructions are known for Rh~111!/
N,O. This could be taken as evidence that details of the sur-
face structure are probably of minor importance for the os-
cillation mechanism but that it is rather the general
stabilizing or destabilizing interaction between coadsorbed
oxygen and nitrogen which appears to be decisive. The pres-
ence of subsurface oxygen or subsurface nitrogen could play
a key role in this interaction but this is an open question
which remains to be solved in future experiments.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The stability and reactivity of the adsorbate structures
which are present in the pattern forming parameter range of
the NO1H2 reaction on Rh~110! has been investigated. It
was shown that the phases with a high oxygen coverage,
i.e., the c~236!-O and the mixedc~234!-2O,N exhibit a
strongly reduced reactivity due to the inhibition of hydrogen
adsorption. Quite in contrast, the catalytic activity of the
~231!/~331!-N of nitrogen is only slightly reduced com-
pared to the clean surface. NO adsorption causes the destruc-
tion of the ~231!/~331!-N phase. The binding strength of
adsorbed nitrogen is strongly affected by coadsorbed oxy-
gen. An excitation mechanism for chemical waves is sug-
gested consisting of the sequencec~236!-O, bare 131, ~2
31!/~331!-N, c~234!-2O,N, c~236!-O. Essential for this
mechanism is the stabilization and destabilization, respec-
tively of adsorbed nitrogen by coadsorbed oxygen. The role
of subsurface oxygen and subsurface nitrogen remains to be
shown.
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